
Cloudsourcing!
Considerations for libraries considering the cloud.

You know how web 2.0 was really just giving a name to a big chunk of stuff in order to sell people tickets to 
as conference Tom O'Reilly was doing? This is not that different. When I asked folks for suggestions about 
what to talk about to a person the techies said "ugh it's nothing new" and the happy end users said "oh this 
or that app is great"

"Most types of technology services that deliver hosted services over the internet." Can be open (have and 
API and/or open code) or closed. UWs WILLOW system



"Just marketing speak for remote storage" You know the phone system? Before we accessed the cloud via 
computers, we were using the phone company's software to make phone calls. Voicemail? Storage. The 
whole thing is really buzzwordy and I think it’s a way to make computing not seem like computing so that 
people will pay for it differently. 

I'll tell you a few things that I think will be helpful to libraries, about the cloud.



Why the Cloud?

• apps divisible from infrastructure

• "utility" nature of accessing computing 
power

• "software as a service" for renting instead 
of owning software

For businesses, the cloud is about not having your own server racks. I was discussing this talk with someone and 
all the "cloud" stuff he knew about was ultimately about storing things. Your email, your documents, your 
pictures. But really the cloud doesn't have to be about storage. I used to explain email to novice users by saying 
"It's sort of like a mailbox but you access it with robot arms..." and that is a similar thing. You have computers, 
they do things, they are not in your building. Outsources computing, generally. Usual suspects include 
WORLDCAT, Wordpress, Google docs, any hosted email service.



So an example that is not the usual suspects is zamzar. It's a "we’ll convert any file to any other file" 
website. When you upload a photo or a document it's sending to to a computer SOMEHWHERE that 
computer is doing some work to it and then sending it back to you. No storage, a little computing, free 
because it has ads and they want to upsell you to some other stuff they do. It's fine.



Review

• SaaS/PaaS/IaaS

• Infrastructure (Amazon's A3)

• Platform (facebook developer, open ID)

• Services (Mint, MyFitnessPal)

• Apps (google docs)

Software, Infrastructure, Platform. The different categories are good if they help you understand 
this concept but I am here to tell you that they don't actually matter. Here is what you need to 
know. "You don't have a power generator in your house. Electricity gets to it, & you don't care 
how. Cloud is the same, but for compute."



This picture is better than some....



In the library world

• WorldCat, Koha Enterprise

• WordPress, Typepad, Blogger

• Dropbox, Megaupload RIP, iCloud

• RSSCal, Feed2js, 

• Goodreads, Library Thing, ABE Books





I took this from Elyssa Kroski's "cloud computing and libraries" talk that she hosted, 
appropriately enough, on slideshare.



Concerns 

• HIPAA

• FERPA

• Privacy

• USA PATRIOT Act

• Data ownership?

"it insinuates soft fluffiness, a size and grandeur, and a fuzzy meaninglessness. So if you fail to deal 
with the underlying hard facts and cases, who can blame you? It’s a cloud. Soft, huggable cloud, I do 
love you and your rounded edges."



June 2011 code change made dropbox accounts not require password for four hours "less 
than 1% of users were affected" Would this be acceptable to your users?



Don’t get stuck! “For a short time after the closure of the site, users could access material via Google's 
web cache and The Internet Archive. However, one day after the indictment Google and Archive.org 
voluntarily removed the site mirrors to avoid the responsibility of hosting a website taken down for 
copyright infringement.”



examples

• LAPL uses gmail for domains

• Orgs using Dropbox for sharing documents

• DC Public using Amazon for hosting

• Vancouver Public - Bibliocommons/
LibGuides
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Questions to Ask

• Does it cost money? Am I the product?

• Do I pay for usage or access?

• What security is there?

• What laws govern the data?





No-brainers

• making backups - in and out

• email hosting

• calendaring/notifications

• redundancy and LOCKSS

• amplifying your message



digitally divided

• Using applications without a computer

• Remembering a password & URL gets you 
your files

• More widely used applications

• Easier to share for tech support & help



Best Practices

• Redundant backups

• If you can put data in, make sure you can 
get it out

• Be very very wary of "free" anything

• Have a Plan B, always.





thanks!


